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The key task performed by CNCs is the generation of the time sequence of set points for driving each physical
axis of the machine tool during program execution. This interpolation of axes movement must satisfy a number of
constraints on axes dynamics (velocity, acceleration, and jerk), and on process outcome (smooth tool movement and
precise tracking of the nominal tool path at the desired feed rate). This paper presents an algorithm that aims at solving
the axes interpolation problem by exploiting an optimal control problem formulation. Unlike other solutions proposed
in the literature, the approach presented here employs an original approach by assuming a predefined path tracking
tolerance—to be added to the constraints listed earlier—and calculating the entire trajectory (path and feed rate profile)
that satisfies the given constraints. The proposed solution is used for preprocessing a milling part program and redefin-
ing the sequence of positioning commands to cope with the solution of the OC problem. The new part program is then
executed by a state-of-the-art industrial CNC, and the effectiveness in reducing execution time and axes accelerations
is experimentally tested and reported.
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1. Introduction

Performance of machine tools depends on the algorithms
that the Computer Numerical Control (CNC) implements for
calculating feed rate profiles. This performance impacts both
the accuracy of the tool movements (path tracking), and the
efficiency in terms of process time (or average tool speed) (16).

Modern CNC systems are based on acceleration/decelera-
tion control before interpolation. This is a software imple-
mentation, where the feed rate profiles (i.e. profiles of tan-
gential speed) are generated before executing the motion in-
terpolation on individual machine tool axes. Path tracking
error for these CNC systems is theoretically limited by the
performance of axes drivers, provided that the feed rate pro-
files are generated within the velocity, acceleration, and jerk
feasibility limits for each axis.

A relatively open issue, though, remains when consider-
ing the cornering performance. Any sharp corner along the
tool path represents a point of discontinuity in the velocity
vector, so that the only physically feasible trajectory along
the tool path must get to a full stop in the corners. For tool
paths made by a succession of short segments, though, this
approach greatly reduces the average feed rate compared to
its nominal (or programmed) value.

This issue has been partially addressed by CNC manufac-
turers by allowing the CNC programmer to relax the path-
following tolerance thus sacrificing the accuracy in favor of
speed. It is the case of G61 (exact path mode) and G64
(continuous mode) G-code instructions (2) (16), where the for-
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mer requires an accurate positioning at nodes by forcing a
full stop, whether the latter enable higher average speed by
allowing some limited tracking error during the accelera-
tion/deceleration phases at the expense of tracking accuracy
and thanks to the look-ahead approach (3) (16).

It has been shown that these solutions provide non-optimal
trajectories both in terms of path tracking error, and in terms
of minimum time (4). In fact, the calculation of the feed rate
profile is performed by assuming that the maximum allowed
tangential acceleration is that of the slowest axis, so that
the part program can be executed with comparable results
whichever is the orientation of the workpiece to be machined
with respect to the machine tool axes—and this is by defini-
tion, since the feed rate profiles are calculated before interpo-
lation.

Consequently, it is interesting to investigate the possibil-
ity to improve the machine tool performance by designing
more advanced algorithms for feed rate profiling. Recent lit-
erature reports a number of works in manufacturing and in
robotics field, proposing algorithms for motion interpolation
of multiple axes aiming at improving time efficiency and path
tracking accuracy. A comprehensive literature review on this
subject has been proposed by Refs. (5)–(8).

It is worth noting that most of the available literature
deals with minimum-time feedrate profiles generated for a
pre-defined tool path (i.e. admitting zero path tracking er-
ror). Clever solutions have also been proposed on this mat-
ter (4) (6) (9)–(15) that do not explicitly relate the path tracking ac-
curacy to optimization parameters. In other words, the ap-
proach followed in these works is to calculate the optimal
velocity profile satisfying a given set of limits, jerk included,
assuming that the nominal tool path is the reference, but with-
out enabling the perspective user to explicitly set a limit or
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constraint on the maximum allowable path tracking error,
which is actually what really matters from the product quality
point-of-view.

In a recent work (1) the Authors adopted a different ap-
proach, where the whole trajectory is optimized, rather than
the sole feed rate profile. This choice allows to define a lateral
tolerance on the tool path—which can be physically related
to the workpiece design tolerance. On this basis, the formu-
lation of an optimal control problem (OCP) minimizing the
time and yet respecting constraints on maximum jerks and ac-
celerations, proved effective in comparison to the execution
time for part programs run on standard CNCs.

Moving from this OCP application, the present work re-
calls the theory behind it and then shows how the optimized
trajectory (i.e. the tool path together with the speed pro-
file) can be used for preprocessing the original part program
and generating a modified one, made by a sequence of short
straight segments, whose track is a discretization of the op-
timized tool path, and whose feed rate are set to copy the
optimized speed profile. The effectiveness of this approach is
evaluated by comparing the cycle-time and the acceleration
profiles of a reference part program with those of its opti-
mized version.

2. Optimal Control Formulation

2.1 Model of System Dynamics Taking as a refer-
ence the sketch in Fig. 1, when s is the arc length, or curvi-
linear abscissa, the nominal trajectory can be described as a
continuos function of s:

Pn(s) =

(
xn(s)
yn(s)

)
for 0 ≤ s ≤ L · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (1)

with piecewise continuos derivative. The derivative of the
nominal trajectory Pn(s) is discontinuous on a finite number
of points, corresponding to arc lengths 0 < s1 < s2 < · · · <
sm−1 < L, where L is the total cluster length and m is the
number of blocks in the cluster. Being

∥∥∥P′n(s)
∥∥∥ = 1, it is pos-

sible to define θn(s), the angle of the nominal trajectory, as
the angle that satisfies:

P′n(s) =

(
x′n(s)
y′n(s)

)
=

(
cos θn(s)
sin θn(s)

)
, · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (2)

whenever s � sk. Note that here and in the following the
prime notation is used for space derivative, while the dot no-
tation is used for the time derivative. The directions tangent
and normal to the nominal trajectory are, respectively:

Fig. 1. Local coordinate frame used for formulating the
optimal control problem

T(θn) =

(
cos θn
sin θn

)
, N(θn) =

(− sin θn
cos θn

)
. · · · · · · · · (3)

On the basis of the vector N(θn), and of the nominal tra-
jectory Pn(s), one can define a curvilinear coordinate system,
where a point P has the curvilinear coordinates (s, n) when
P ≡ Pn(s) + nN(θn).

In this curvilinear coordinate system the tool center posi-
tion can be described as:

P(t) = Pn(s) + nN(θn),

with s ≡ s(t)

and n ≡ n(t)

and θn ≡ θn(s(t)).

· · · · · · (4)

Notice that, in order of having an univocal definition for
P(tk) and due to the possible discontinuity in the derivative of
nominal trajectory at nodal points, the curvilinear coordinate
n(t) must be 0 for t = tk, where s(tk) = sk. This implies that
the tool center position is forced to cross the nominal trajec-
tory at nodal points P(tk). Along this path, the tool velocity
V(t) = Ṗ(t) can thus be expressed as:

V(t)=T(θn)(1 − nκ)ṡ + N(θn)ṅ, κ(s)=θ′n(s) · · · · · · (5)

where κ(s) is the curvature of the nominal trajectory.
The projections of the velocity vector in the local curvi-

linear reference frame, according to Fig. 1, can be thus ex-
pressed as:

vs(t) = V(t) · T(s) = (1 − nκ)ṡ,

vn(t) = V(t) · N(s) = ṅ,
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (6)

and the velocity vector itself can be rewritten as:

V(t) = T(θn)vs + N(θn)vn. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (7)

Analogously, the acceleration A(t) = V̇(t) can be expressed
as:

A(t)=T(θn)(v̇s − κvn ṡ) + N(θn)(v̇n + κvs ṡ), · · · · · · · · (8)

and using again the local projections in the curvilinear refer-
ence frame:

as(t) = A(t) · T(s) = v̇s − κv̇ns,

an(t) = A(t) · N(s) = v̇n + κv̇ss,

A(t) = T(θn)as + N(θn)an.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (9)

Finally, the jerk J(t) = Ȧ(t) can be expressed as:

J(t) = T(θn)(ȧs − κan ṡ) + N(θn)(ȧn + κas ṡ), · · · · · (10)

and, by using again the local projections in the curvilinear
reference frame:

js(t) = J(t) · T(s) = ȧs − κvs ṡ,

jn(t) = J(t) · N(s) = ȧn + κvs ṡ,

J(t) = T(θn) js + N(θn) jn

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (11)

By combining Eqs. (6), (9), and (11), one obtains the fol-
lowing system of ordinary differential equations (ODE):

ṡ = vs/(1 − κn), ṅ = vn,

v̇s = as + κvn ṡ, v̇n = an − κvs ṡ,

ȧs = js + κan ṡ, ȧn = jn − κas ṡ

· · · · · · · · · · · · · (12)
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whose solution represents the tool trajectory determined by
the jerk history.

This ODE is valid wherever s(t) � sk, i.e. except for the
discontinuity points of the nominal trajectory. In correspon-
dence with these discontinuity points the actual trajectory
P(t) must be continuous:

P(t−k ) = P(t+k ), V(t−k ) = V(t+k ), A(t−k ) = A(t+k )

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (13)

where the superscripts + and − represent the quantities on
the right (i.e. after) and on the left (i.e. before) side of a node,
respectively.

As a consequence of the continuity equations and of
Eq. (4), and by defining θ±k = θn(s(t±k )), it follows that:

Pn(sk) + n(t−k )N(θ−k )=Pn(sk) + n(t+k )N(θ+k ), · · · · · · (14)

which, unless N(θ−k ) = N(θ+k ), implies that:

n(t−k ) = n(t+k ) = 0 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (15)

i.e. that the tool center passes exactly through the node, as
shown in Fig. 1 (point sk).

From Eq. (7), the continuity condition implies that

vs(t
+
k ) = T(θ+k ) · T(θ−k )vs(t

−
k ) + T(θ+k ) · N(θ−k )vn(t−k )

vn(t+k ) = N(θ+k ) · T(θ−k )vs(t
−
k ) + N(θ+k ) · N(θ−k )vn(t−k )

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (16)

The last pair of equations, by using the formulas

cos(a − b) = cos(a) cos(b) + sin(a) sin(b)

sin(a − b) = − cos(a) sin(b) + sin(a) cos(b)
· · · · · · (17)

and by defining Δθk = θ+k − θ−k , can be finally expressed as:

vs(t
+
k ) = vs(t

−
k ) cosΔθk + vn(t−k ) sinΔθk,

vn(t+k ) = vn(t−k ) cosΔθk − vs(t−k ) sinΔθk.
· · · · · · · · · · (18)

After analogous operations, from Eq. (9) one can obtain the
corresponding continuity equations for the two acceleration
components:

as(t
+
k ) = as(t

−
k ) cosΔθk + an(t−k ) sinΔθk,

an(t+k ) = an(t−k ) cosΔθk − as(t
−
k ) sinΔθk.

· · · · · · · · · (19)

2.2 Coordinate Change The formulation of the tool
center position above detailed cannot be used for optimiza-
tion purposes, for the time at which the tool reaches the dis-
continuity points tk—i.e. the times at which s(tk) = sk—are
not known a priory. To overcome this issue, a coordinate
change is here introduced.

Lets consider a set of segments in the part program, for
which the initial and final conditions are known (typically
known position at zero speed). Let Lk be the length of the k-
th segment of the nominal tool path, and Tk the time spent for
traveling from the beginning to the end of this segment. Set
also t0 = 0 and s(tm) = L, being tm = t f the time at the very
end of the set of segments, and m is the number segments
(being m − 1 the number of discontinuity points). With these
definitions, the coordinate ζ can be defined as:

ζ=ζ(t)= sk−1+(t−tk−1)
Lk

Tk
, tk−1≤ t< tk, · · · · · · · · · (20)

Fig. 2. Coordinate change

satisfying ζ(tk−1) = sk−1, and ζ(tk) = sk−1 + Lk = sk. By us-
ing ζ as independent coordinate, the set of ODE in Eq. (12)
becomes (for ζ ∈ (sk−1, sk)):

s′(ζ) =
(

Tk

Lk

)
vs(ζ)

1 − n(ζ)κ(s(ζ))
,

n′(ζ) = (Tk/Lk) vn(ζ),

v′s(ζ) = (Tk/Lk) as(ζ) + κ(s(ζ)) vn(ζ) s′(ζ),
v′n(ζ) = (Tk/Lk) an(ζ) − κ(s(ζ)) vs(ζ) s′(ζ),
a′s(ζ) = (Tk/Lk) js(ζ) + κ(s(ζ)) an(ζ) s′(ζ),
a′n(ζ) = (Tk/Lk) jn(ζ) − κ(s(ζ)) as(ζ) s′(ζ)

· · · · · · · (21)

where the prime operator indicates the first derivative with
respect to ζ. The last set of equations is completed with the
initial (i.e. ζ = 0) boundary conditions:

s(0) = 0, vs(0) = f −, as(0) = 0,

n(0) = 0, vn(0) = 0, an(0) = 0,
· · · · · · · · (22)

and with the final (i.e. ζ = L) boundary conditions:

s(L) = L, vs(L) = f +, as(L) = 0,

n(L) = 0, vn(L) = 0, an(L) = 0,
· · · · · · · (23)

where f − and f + are the feed rate at the beginning and at the
end of the set of segments—typically 0.

Finally, the interface conditions of Eqs. (15), (18), and
(19)—after the change of coordinates defined in Eq. (20)—
become:

s(s+k ) = s(s−k ) = sk

ns(s+k ) = ns(s−k ) = 0

vs(s+k ) = vs(s−k ) cosΔθk + vn(s−k ) sinΔθk,

vn(s+k ) = vn(s−k ) cosΔθk − vs(s−k ) sinΔθk,

as(s+k ) = as(s−k ) cosΔθk + an(s−k ) sinΔθk,

an(s+k ) = an(s−k ) cosΔθk − as(s−k ) sinΔθk.

· · · · · · · · (24)

2.3 Formulation of the Optimal Control Problem
Informally, the Optimal Control Problem (OCP) can be

stated as follows: one wants to calculate the continuous
trajectory P(t) = P(s(t), n(t)), where P(s, n) = Pn(s) +
nN(θn(s)), which approximates the nominal path Pn(s) given
a prescribed tracking tolerance and by moving as close as
possible to the nominal feed rate f (s), which in turn is a
piecewise constant function representing the nominal feed
rate for each positioning block in the part program.

Since the path tracking error, which is the distance be-
tween Pn(s) and P(s, n), is |n| by definition, the trajectory
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P(t) must satisfy nmin ≤ n(t) ≤ nmax, where nmax ≥ 0 and
nmin ≤ 0 are the maximum allowed path tracking error on the
left and right side of the tool path, respectively, and where
nmax − nmin > 0. It is also worth noting that, as suggested by
the same figure, the width of the error band can assume dif-
ferent values for each path segment, thus allowing fine-tuning
of local accuracy and overall time-efficiency.

The most natural definition for a target function to be used
in the trajectory planning problem is time minimization, i.e.:

Minimize:
∫ t f

0
1 dt = t f , · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (25)

subject to the constraint on the velocity norm f (s(t)) =√
vs(t)2 + vn(t)2, which must not be larger than the nominal

feed rate: f ∗(s(t)) ≥ f (s(t)). However, the numerical solu-
tion of the optimization problem defined by this target func-
tion proved computationally expensive.

A different formulation that approximates the minimum
time problem is the minimization of the distance between the
actual feed rate, f (s(t)) =

√
vs(t)2 + vn(t)2, and the nominal

feed rate, f ∗(s(t)). A scaled version of this distance is the
following performance index:

Minimize:
∫ t f

0

(
f (s(t))
f ∗(s(t))

− 1

)2

dt. · · · · · · · · · · (26)

Finally, to avoid excessive oscillations above the nominal
feed rate, the actual feed rate must satisfy f (s(t)) ≤ fmax,
where fmax ≥ f ∗(s) is the maximum feed rate allowed.

The Optimal Control Problem, by using ζ coordinate, takes
the form:

( 1 ) find positive parameters T1, T2, . . . , Tm and control
history js(ζ), jn(ζ) that minimize the performance in-
dex:

m∑
k=1

(
Tk

Lk

) ∫ sk

sk−1

(
f (s(ζ))
f ∗(s(ζ))

− 1

)2

dζ, · · · · · · · · (27)

( 2 ) where vs(ζ) and vn(ζ) are the solutions of the ODE
in Eq. (21) with boundary conditions of Eqs. (22)–(23)
and internal or interface conditions of Eq. (24);

( 3 ) additional constraints on lateral position, velocity,
acceleration, and jerk are also included:

nmin ≤ n(ζ) ≤ nmax, vs(ζ)
2 + vn(ζ)2 ≤ f 2

max,

|as(ζ)| ≤ as,max, |an(ζ)| ≤ an,max,

| js(ζ)| ≤ js,max, | jn(ζ)| ≤ jn,max,

· · · · · · · · · · · · (28)
Note that Eq. (28) limits acceleration and jerk within a rect-

angle in (s, n) coordinate. It is also possible to limit their val-
ues within a circle (i.e. so that they are limited in modulus):

as(ζ)
2 + an(ζ)2 ≤ a2

max, js(ζ)
2 + jn(ζ)2 ≤ j2max,

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (29)

or within a rectangle in (x, y):

|as(ζ) cos(θ) − an(ζ) sin θ| ≤ ax,max,

|as(ζ) sin(θ) + an(ζ) cos θ| ≤ ay,max,

| js(ζ) cos(θ) − jn(ζ) sin θ| ≤ jx,max,

| js(ζ) sin(θ) + jn(ζ) cos θ| ≤ jy,max.

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · (30)

Other kind of constraints can be set depending on the charac-
teristic of the machine tool dynamics or on the purpose of the

optimization.
Solution is obtained through a high-performance in-house

implementation of an indirect solver for optimal control prob-
lems (18).

It should be noted that the above formulation does not
take into account the convexity of the problem. In fact—
altought for simpler problems a proof of convexity can be
provided with linear boundaries conditions—the much higher
complexity of this formulation makes the same proof a
formidable and still open issue. Nevertheless, the implemen-
tation of this formulation solves the problem of reducing the
execution time of an existing part program, and it is still pos-
sibile to check, after the execution of the optimization algo-
rithm, the first and the second variation (17) with respect to so-
lution in order to verify whether the solution corresponds a
minimum or not. The analitycal form of such conditions are
not provided here for the sake of brevity.

3. Experimental Validation

Demonstrating the effectiveness of the approach described
in the previous section would require to bypass the CNC of a
real machine tool. Given that machine tools are rather com-
plex and closed systems, Authors decided to follow a differ-
ent approach, yet opening some interesting possibilities from
a practical point of view. In short, the idea is to start from
a standard part program (as the one producing the tool path
reported in Fig. 3), calculate an optimized trajectory by ap-
plying the OCP approach above described, and finally gen-
erate a new part program, where the original segments have
been replaced with (typically much-) shorter segments that
match the optimized tool path, and have a nominal feed rate
set to the optimal one. The following subsections describe
how this new part program can be generated, and how its ef-
ficiency has been tested comparing both execution time and
motion smoothness when a modern CNC machine tool runs
the original and the optimized part program.
3.1 Nodes Resampling The solution of the OCP is

stored as a sequence of points. The distance between con-
sequent points is often smaller than the average precision of
an industrial machine tool (i.e. 5 μm). Before generating the
output part program, the set of points P has to be reduced.
Reduction is performed by a post-processing script that takes

Fig. 3. Test tool path. It consists in 17 straight segments
and 3 circular arcs. Detail shows the difference between
nominal and actual toolpath, as measured by the CNC os-
cilloscope
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as input the OCP solution:

P = {P(t) : OCP solution for Pn(s)} · · · · · · · · · · · · · (31)

and performs three steps of reduction:
( 1 ) minimum distance elimination;
( 2 ) completely aligned point elimination;
( 3 ) chordal distance elimination.

While implementation of the first step is trivial, the second
and the third steps rely on the idea of a circle that passes
through three points. Given a set of three non-coincident
points P1, P2, P3, the center Pc and the radius R of the cir-
cumference are the solution of the problem:

(
Pi,x − Pc,x

)2
+

(
Pi,y − Pc,y

)2
= R2,

{
i = 1 . . . 3

R ≥ 0

· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (32)

Solution exists and it is unique. If three points are aligned,
R→ +∞. This is the second elimination criterion.

Chordal distance is defined as distance between point P2

and intersection point Pζ . The position of intersection point
is given by solution of:

(
P3,x − P1,x

) (
Pζ,y − P1,y

)
=

(
P3,y − P1,y

) (
Pζ,x − P1,x

)
(
P2,x − Pc,x

) (
Pζ,y − Pc,y

)
=

(
P2,y − Pc,y

) (
Pζ,x − Pc,x

)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (33)

which can be formulated in matrix form as APζ = b, easy to
solve analytically. The existence of A−1 is ensured by prob-
lem hypothesis (points not aligned). It should be clear now
that we are using chordal distance as an approximation of the
curvature. If this curvature is below a certain threshold then
point P2 is eliminated, and P1 and P3 are considered aligned,
as a third elimination criterion.

Description of other, more complex re-interpolation algo-
rithms are omitted for the sake of brevity.
3.2 Results The machine tool used for testing is a

Deckel-Maho DMU60-T with a Heidenhain iTNC530 con-
troller, schematically shown in Fig. 4. The machine has a
maximum feed rate of 20 m/min on the X and Y axes and
10 m/min on the Z axis, though the latter was not moving
during the tests. A triaxial capacitive accelerometer was

Fig. 4. Experimental setup: the machine tool has X and
Y axes on the head, Z on the table; a triaxial capacitive
accelerometer is mounted on the moving head

mounted on the machine moveable head and used to record
head accelerations with a sample rate of 5 kHz. Finally, the
on-board software oscilloscope of the iTNC530 was used for
recording time (with a sampling period of 3.6 ms), instant po-
sition and acceleration of X and Y axes, actual feed rate, and
block number. part program were executed in-air (no work-
piece) and with non-rotating spindle, in order to only measure
accelerations produced by the two feed axes (X and Y).

The toolpath represented in Fig. 3 has beed encoded into
an ISO G-code part program, which has been pre-processed
according to the OCP problem and the nodes resampling pro-
cedure above described. Constraints on the OCP have been
set to the limits of the DMU60-T machine, according to the
identification reported in Ref. (1). Several combinations of
optimization parameters and node reresampling parameters
have been tested. Due to space restrictions, only the more in-
teresting cases are hereafter reported, and namely three com-
binations of tool path tracking tolerance: 50 μm, 250 μm, and
500 μm). Eventually, the original part program and the pre-
processed ones have been executed on a CNC machine tool.

It is worth noting that the system here proposed is of spe-
cial interest for high speed movements, i.e. when the nominal
feed rate is close or equal to the machine limit, since under
these conditions most of the cycle time is spent in accelerat-
ing or decelerating the axes, and a constant value of the actual
feed rate is seldom maintained for the larger part of each po-
sitioning block. For this reason, the tests were performed at
relatively high feed rates of 5, 15, and 20 m/min, the latter
corresponding to the machine limit.

Figure 6 compares the nominal tool path with the actual
tool paths recorded by the onboard oscilloscope for the three
selected tracking tolerances. Figure 7 shows how the ac-
tual tool paths comply with selected tracking tolerance limits,
with the notable exception of some short overshoots in the
case of the smaller tolerance, which is related to the fact that
the OCP solver implements the constraints on tracking error
as penalty functions.

It is evident that the optimized part program follows a
smoother trajectory that results in smaller accelerations, as
can be noted by observing the acceleration components ax

and ay reported in Fig. 9. At the same time—and what really
matters—the execution time is significantly reduced as can

Fig. 5. Circle through three points
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Fig. 6. Nominal tool path (black) compared with the
real tool paths as reported by the on-board CNC oscil-
loscope with three different tracking tolerances

Fig. 7. Path tracking errors compared with OCP track-
ing tolerances

Fig. 8. Actual feed rate as measured by the oscilloscope
compared with OCP result, plotted against normalized
nominal curvilinear abscissa for three different tracking
tolerances

be observed from data in Table 1, with gains ranging from
5 to 20% in the most relevant cases. Moreover, is should
be noted that the execution times obtained by the OCP solu-
tion are always faster than the nominal case, meaning that the
complete substutution of current CNC profiling/interpolation
scheme with one based on the OCP described in Ref. (1)

Fig. 9. Accelerations along X and Y axes, as measured
by the accelerometer (red) and as calculated by the OCP.
Square boxes represent the constraints set to the OCP

Fig. 10. Longitudinal and lateral accelerations,calculated
by OCP. Square boxes represent the constraint set in longi-
tudinal and lateral directions

would ensure significant advantages in every condition. The
different performance of optimization and real execution has
been assessed using time efficiency metrics (1), defined as ra-
tio between minimum theoretical execution time and effec-
tive execution time:
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Fig. 11. Comparison between OCP solution (black) and real machine acceleration (red, mea-
sures from on-board oscilloscope)

Table 1. part program execution times

feed rate tolerance execution time change OCP exec. time
(m/min) (mm) (s) (%) (s)
20.00 nominal p.p. 4.67 – −
20.00 0.50 3.98 −14.8 3.02
20.00 0.25 4.42 −5.2 3.13
20.00 0.05 4.97 6.4 3.69
15.00 nominal p.p. 5.22 – −
15.00 0.50 4.21 −19.4 3.18
15.00 0.25 4.50 −13.9 3.29
15.00 0.05 4.99 −4.4 3.71
5.00 nominal p.p. 6.93 – −
5.00 0.50 6.67 −3.6 6.27
5.00 0.25 7.85 13.4 6.36
5.00 0.05 8.21 18.5 6.40

Fig. 12. Comparison between execution in air and in
material, with feed 18 m/min and tolerance 500 μm

η =
L

f T
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · (34)

Time efficiency for both OCP and real execution time are
compared in Fig. 13, while timing are reported in Table 1.

On the negative side, Fig. 8 remarks how the CNC own
feed rate profiling is significantly reducing the actual feed
rate with respect to that resulting from the OCP solution, thus
somehow limiting the effectiveness of the proposed solution

Fig. 13. Comparison for time efficiency metric η

in terms of minimum attainable execution time. Those ef-
fects could also be seen in terms of optimized and actual ac-
celerations. Even if the optimized solution lays inside exper-
imentally identified boundaries (Fig. 10), sometimes during
the tests it appears to be further limited by the CNC, Fig. 11.

In Fig. 12 a comparison of accelerations between two ex-
ecutions of the same optimized part program—in-air and in-
material—is presented. The operation is the same toolpath
as in Fig. 3, with a nominal feed rate 18 m/min and a toler-
ance of 500 μm. It is clear that presence of material does not
change the foundamental dynamic of execution, but it also
gives only an higher frequency contribution.

4. Conclusion

This work shows how a feed rate profiling algorithm for
motion interpolation of cartesian axes based on application
of Optimal Control Theory—and detailedly described in a
previous Authors’ work—can be exploited for rewriting a
standard G-code part program. While the original work de-
scribed a system aimed at replacing the conventional CNC
profiler/interpolator, the present work describes an offline
preprocessing software for improving a given tool path ac-
cording to the OCP solution.

Such program preprocessing allows to execute programs
in less time and with reduced accelerations (and thus
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vibrations). Nevertheless, the actual axes motion is still not
as effective as that calculated by the OCP solution, which
remains the most effective approach for improving the effi-
ciency of standard CNC profilers/interpolators.
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Appendix

1. Original Part Program
Here an example of part program used for simulations is re-

ported. The optimized version (omitted for a sake of brevity)
has part included between ; { optimize start } and ; {
optimize end } modified.

The next example optimize the code with tolerance set to
250 μm.

%input_f20000 G71 *

N10 ; SIMPLE TEST

N20 ; AUTHOR - Paolo Bosetti

; { generator }

N60 G00 G90*

N80 T0*

N90 S1600 F20000*

N100 X-10 Y+0*

N110 G01 Z+0*

;N111 G62 T0.5 P01 1*

N112 G38*

; { optimize start tol = 250u vnorm = max mesh = 500 }

N120 G91 X+30 Y+2*

N125 X+30 Y-2*

N130 G03 Y+10 R+5*

N140 G01 X-30 Y+2*

N145 X-30 Y-2*

N150 G91 Y+10*

N160 G91 X+30 Y+2*

N165 X+30 Y-2*

N170 G91 G03 Y+10 R+5*

N180 G01 X-30 Y+2*

N185 X-30 Y-2*

N190 G91 Y+10*

N200 G91 X+30 Y+2*

N205 X+30 Y-2*

N210 G91 G03 Y+10 I+0 J+5*

N220 G01 X-30 Y+2*

N225 X-30 Y-2*

N230 G91 Y+10*

N240 G91 X+30 Y+2*

N245 X+30 Y-2*

; { optimize end }

N246 G38*

N250 G00*

N260 T0 M30*

N99999999 %input_f20000 G71 *
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